
Four Lakes News

Four Lakes Landowner 's  Associat ion

Yes!  It is time for another annual meeting.  

This is where we gather as a community to see what we’ve accomplished and determine 
what we need to do in the upcoming year.  

We recognize our volunteers because without their efforts we would not be the wonderful 
place to live that we are.  We also elect our board members.  If you haven’t attended an 
annual meeting, you will be surprised at how interesting it can be.  

Kids are welcome!  This is a good opportunity to teach them civic responsibility and show 
them democracy in action.  The meeting will again be held in the Achzenick’s barn/shop 
building, thank you Mark and Kristina, 24025 SE 162nd Street, right here in Four Lakes!  
March 1, 2012 at 6:30 PM.  See you there!  

Submitted by,
Sharon Ayers, Secretary

January 2012

Good news on Association assessments for 
2012.  The board has unanimously agreed 
to forego any general dues increase.  

The By-Laws stipulate that our dues may 
be increased by an amount equal to the 

Puget Sound Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the year ending in August.  The CPI was up 
2.7% for 2011.  

The board reviewed the impact of the dues increase approved at last year’s annual meeting 
against expected needs in the upcoming year.  They felt comfortable that we were on the 
right track with aggressive improvement of the lakes and roads and maintaining the other 
activities without increasing the general dues for 2012.  

As most of you are aware, we are required to keep separate accounts for the general dues 
and funds collected for water service.  The board felt it was necessary to apply the CPI   
increase to our water service fee.  We are being required by the State to install meters on 
all homes by 2017.  This will be a significant expense.  Prudence dictates that we begin  
accumulating funds for this now as work will begin in 2012.  

Assessments for 2012 will be:

 General dues per lot       $90.09  (no change)

 Water                                 $40.50 (up from $39.44)

 $130.59 per quarter

We believe, and hope you agree, that the Four Lakes assessments are an exceptional value.  

Submitted by,
Rod Case, Treasurer

Assessments



$25.  Thanks to Jan Pelroy and Keith 
Renfrew for their work in dismantling 
and hauling away the old (abandoned) 
2500 gal steel tank.  The salvage 
money essentially paid for the torch 
fuel, and other site work.  Glacier 
Construction replaced the pump 
house roof, and a larger extension was 
added to cover the new generator.

The State Department of Health   
performed a sanitary survey of our 
water system this summer, and we 
passed with flying colors.  The       
inspectors gave us the white glove 
treatment as they do every few years, 
and were quite impressed with our 
operation and our well site.

We are presently planning for 2012, 
and the bulk of the work will involve 
kicking-off the state mandated project 
of installing service water meters at 
every residence’s water vault.  In the 
process, we will be replacing all street 
valves, boxes, etc.  Next year’s work 
will focus on the area of the neighbor-
hood suspected to be the “leakiest”, 

and subsequent years’ work will    
continue block-by-block until the   
project is completed. 

Thanks to everyone for their          
conservation efforts this summer.  We 
had one of the driest Augusts on   
record, and also a historic low in our 
water usage.  Great work!  Class A 
water systems (like ours) are being 
closely scrutinized by the DoH, and 
this will be a real feather in our cap 
when we submit our year-end water 
use efficiency report to the state.

Submitted by,
Evan Lurton, Water Chairperson

Major improvements were completed 
this summer at our well site.  D2   
Energy Systems installed a new 
20kW propane-fired generator along 
with a 500 gallon propane tank.  New 
control equipment was installed, and 
we now have a relatively automated 
system ready for the next power out-
age.  The system is tested weekly, and 
the entire neighborhood operated on 
emergency power for a weekend in 
August as part of the system “shake 
down”.  

The water team, Marty Johnson, 
Keith Renfrew, Rod Case, Terry 
Deschenes, and Evan Lurton finished 
painting the wooden structures with 
“Oops” paint from Home Depot.  The 
premium brown siding and forest 
green trim paint came to a whopping 

The road gang has been very active 
this year. Under the leadership of 
Keith Renfrew and his trusty band of 
“volunteers”; Rod Case, Marty     
Johnson, Tom Norton, Jan Pelroy and 
myself.  The gang worked this      
summer and fall putting cold patch 
into pot holes. 

Brendan Pecht has been doing his 
usual fine job of maintaining the 
signs, reflectors and road painting.

At the committee meeting this fall, we 
reviewed the current conditions of the 
roads, concluding no major work 
would be needed in the upcoming 
year. We’ll continue patching the 
chuck holes, but will also include 
some shoulder work.

A reminder: Everyone should avoid 
driving on the road shoulders. Some-
times the roads are so narrow it is 
necessary to go on the shoulder; but 

many roads, including the entry road, 
ARE wide enough for two, so please 
stay on the road!    Driving on the 
shoulders breaks the edge of the    
paving.

Snow and Ice: The 
Association has  

purchased a 
spreader for     

putting   deicer 
on the roads             

when we have snow 
and ice. The3M Snow   Removal Com-
pany (Mark Anderson, Mark Ach-
zenick and Marty Johnson) operate 
the spreader. The deicer   pellets they 
use won’t melt the 
snow, but will 
keep the ice from 
bonding to the 
road allowing the 
ice to breakup as 

vehicles drive on it. They had a great 
opportunity over the Martin Luther 
King weekend to put the    operation 
to the test and it passed with flying 
colors!  Congratulations guys!  There 
were numerous reports of how won-
derful it was to be able to drive the 
hills clear of show and ice!

In recognition of the hard work the 
patching crew puts in, they were 
given t-shirts. In recognition of their 
complaining, the shirts had an      
appropriate inscription on them.

Submitted by,
Terry Deschenes, Roads Chairperson

Water Report: No Winter Worries !

Roads Committee
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It worked!  The January 
snowstorm did not stop 

our glorious Roads Crew!



Lakes Committee
“Report from the Beaver War Front”

Our great accomplishments this year could only have   
happened with the continued assistance of volunteers from 
my committee and our community. I wish to thank them 
for their time and efforts as that’s what’s needed in     
keeping our community a special place to live. 

Submitted by, 
Bob Liebling, Lakes Chairperson

The Lakes      
Committee      
summary of this 
year’s events must 
begin with the 
welcome news that 
there is a glimmer 
of hope that the 
hairy intruders 
(beavers) are on 
the run. While 
terrorists plague 

the Mid-East, we have our own suburban terrorist right here 
at home. The 4-Lakes Beaver War continues for a second 
year in this ancient struggle between this wily beast and the 
not-so-wily man. This summer,  the Generalissimo of the 4-
Lakes Committee and his fearsome volunteer warriors have 
installed a battery of beaver –deceiver pipes shrouded in 
wire mesh cages so sturdy that silver-backed gorillas could 
be ensnared within. Unfortunately, gorillas aren’t our   
nemesis, but snarling, buck-toothed, hairy rodents the size of 
“smart-cars” who cleverly build new dams just down-stream 
from our deceiver-pipe installations. This is a “work –in-
progress” and next summer the work will continue. C’est la 
Guerre, mes amis…….

Several other activities were accomplished this year by the 
Committee, beginning with the herbicide treatments of the 
lakes (Lakes 3-4) on either side of the entry road, and Lake-
2. The lily pad infestation was treated with great results on 
all lakes, and by the end of the summer the community 
swimming lake was showing its former clear-water beauty. 
We also accomplished getting the necessary County permits 
required to install the beaver deceiver pipes in our lakes, 
ending a 1 ½ year Herculean process, on par with sending a 
man to the moon. Several more trees were wrapped with 
wire fencing to keep the beavers from denuding the shore-
line, as several trees have been toppled by the pesky        
varmints on the Jackson Lake (Lake-1). This tree protection 
can also be done by any home owner wishing to protect their 
trees. The trees shade the lakes and keep them cool during 
the summer, which is very important for the fish and health 
of the lakes.

Next year we plan on continuing the installation of the pipes 
to maintain the water flow through the lakes; another      
herbicide treatment of the lakes to ensure that the lily pads 
don’t return for a while; buying new native species trees and 
shrubs to enhance the lake shores; and continuing the tree 
wrapping protection where the beaver activity is prevalent. 
Next year some special events are being planned at the  
Community gazebo, and a clean lake will enhance the      
enjoyment of these activities for our community.
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Hospitality Committee

The hospitality committee recently welcomed two new 
families to our Four Lakes Community.

Both received welcome letters & baskets along with copies 
of the community directory.

Eric & Jenny Wilson arrived in late summer at their new  
residence at 16312 236th ave se. They have made some nice 
improvements and are looking forward to the coming year.

Kip & Dawn Lamb arrived in November from the Austin, 
Texas area and are settling in at their new residence at 
16418 239th Ave SE.  They have been able to do some   
hiking and see some sights since relocating and their two 
dogs and kitty are very friendly.

Submitted by,
Brendan Pecht, Hospitality Chairperson

WWW.four-lakes.org

Four Lakes has its own website!  You can do all sorts 
of things on this site.  This is where you can book the 

gazebo, see who is in charge of the various committees 
and read the minutes of the board meeting.



Board of Directors

President Mark Achzenick

Vice President Dave Prochazka

Secretary  Sharon Ayers

Treasurer Rod Case

Board Members

Mark Anderson 
Terry Deschenes 

Bob Liebling 
Brendan Pecht 
Marty Johnson 

Committee Chairpersons

Lakes Bob Liebling

Water Evan Lurton

Community Property  Marty Johnson

Roads Terry Deschenes

Communications Terry Deschenes

Emergency Preparedness Mark Anderson

Entertainment Bo Cambern

Hospitality Brendan Pecht

News from Passage 
Point 

No Tree Too Tall, No Shrub Too Small

I would like to recommend to my neighbors, the 
following tree trimming company form Renton, who 
did an excellent job on trimming my trees and taking 
one down. They were very knowledgeable about trees, 
were very polite, did an excellent job of cleaning up 
afterwards, cut the big pieces into firewood sizes, and 
were about half the cost of another company that gave 
me a bid, who said they’re price was a bargain… (but 
obviously wasn’t). You can look them up at their web 
site for other recommendations. They are licensed and 
bonded too.

ARBORTECH Tree Service 

206-432-0490 (M)  ask for Terry , the Owner.

Happy New Year Folks!  

Submitted by,
Bob Liebling

We’re on the Web!

http://four-lakes.org/

Thought I would pass this along in case anyone is interested.  

I'm preparing to start doing Household Finance classes for the 
residents after the first of the year and I've been up there a 
few times in the last couple months. It is starting to take on 
an air of a viable community but still a long ways to go. So 
far things seem to be running smoothly, albeit with normal 
startup glitches.  Most importantly, no complaints from any of 
the immediate neighbors.

If any of you would like to meet some of the staff and resi-
dents and see the project first hand this would be a good 
time. Andrea is an energetic young person who I know would 
welcome help from any of you.  "If you are interested in    
reading more about recent events at the facility go to 

www.four-lakes.org/ppnews1-13-12 ".
a of you.
Submitted by,

Rod Case

Neighbor to Neighbor: 
A Testimonial


